Temperature effects on quasi-isolated conjugated polymers as revealed by temperature-dependent optical spectra of 16-mer oligothiophene diluted in a sold matrix.
Temperature dependences (4-300 K) of photoluminescence (PL) and absorption spectra of 16-mer oligothiophene (16 T) extremely diluted in polypropylene (PP) have been investigated in order to clarify temperature effects on quasi-isolated conjugated polymers. The PL and absorption spectra are found to blueshift with increasing temperature. The reason for the blueshift is discussed by comparing models based on the refractive index of the solvent (PP) and on the thermal conformational change of 16 T. The blueshift is concluded to result from the thermal conformational change. Time-resolved PL spectra show a redshift of PL band following photoexcitation (spectral migration). The amount of the migration is shown to increase with increasing temperature. The increased migration is concluded to be due to the thermal conformational change. The temperature dependence of the effective conjugation length (ECL) of 16 T is calculated for the absorption and PL transitions. The calculation suggests that ECL is reduced at room temperature to two-thirds of the intrinsic chain length. The activation energy of the conformational change is estimated to be 22.4 meV from the temperature dependence of ECL. We demonstrate that the steady-state PL spectra are well reproduced by simple Franck-Condon analyses using a single Huang-Ryes factor over a wide temperature range. The analyses reveal features of temperature dependence in important spectral parameters such as the Stokes shift, linewidth, and Huang-Ryes factor.